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ClicRtechnologies Expands Boundaries and Joins Forces with Leading Canadian 

Genetics Company 

ClicRtechnologies, makers of a 3D imaging technology using an advanced vision 

software to replace traditional weigh scales, is announcing they have teamed with a 

prominent Canadian based swine genetics company. The goal of the collaboration is to 

assist in the development of a more productive and efficient pig. 

  “ClicRtechnologies is going to help change the way the hog industry does 

business,” says President Joey Spicola, developer of ClicRweight solutions. “And we’re 

able to do this because of the information we’re gathering that we’ve never had before.” 

 Fresh off a top 5 placing in the Ag Innovation Award competition at the Agri-Trade 

Equipment Expo in Red Deer, Alta on Nov 11, 2021, ClicRweight, the sole livestock-

based advancement recognized, is intent on playing a leading role in the genetics 

focused partnership. 

ClicRweight envisions immediate results from this teamwork including: 

• Improved health status of individual pigs and entire herds 



• Increased feed to weight efficiency for enhanced conversion 

• Fewer resources required for superior results 

 “We want to be a part of helping to create the perfect pig,” Spicola stated. 

“Different genetics exist inside a barn, and now with the help of ClicRweight, we can 

actually track those genetics, because it tells us what the average daily gain is of every 

individual animal. Before, this could never be done. We believe producers will be able to 

make use of this revolutionary technology firsthand because of this partnership.” 

 More details of this collaboration to follow. 

ClicRtechnologies Swine Solution works around a simple water source. An 

electronic reader scans a pig’s RFID ear tag and identifies the animal as it enters the 

chute to drink. Instantly, a 3D camera begins “clicking” and capturing pictures. Data 

including individual weights is processed and goes directly to the cloud where it can be 

viewed with any internet capable device through an easy to navigate digital dashboard. 

Over time, the ClicRweight Swine Solution provides valuable, specific to the individual 

data, including daily rate of gain, weight average and feed efficiency.  

In addition to swine, ClicRtechnologies has solutions for weighing bovines and 

alligators. To learn more, visit the company website: https://clicrweight.com.  

ClicRtechnologies is a company revolutionizing the agricultural industry through 

unique means of scale less weighing and data management. They are committed to the 

development of proprietary technology to enhance the lives of its users by providing the 

most advanced vision software with unparalleled expertise in 3D imaging. The company 

remains focused on the expansion of our weight capture technology and the 

https://clicrweight.com/


development of future applications delivering cutting-edge solutions to increase 

production efficiency across multiple industries. 
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